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Abstract. Functions are from R to N or R x R to N, where R denotes the

real numbers and N denotes a normed complete ring. If S, T and G are

functions from R X R to JV, each of S(p~,p), S(p~,p~), T(p~,p) and

T(p~,p~) exists fora <p < b, each of S(p,p+), S(p+,p+), T(p,p+)

and T(p+,p+) exists for a < p < b, G has bounded variation on [a, b] and

fbaG exists, then each of

jbs\G-JG'Yr   and   J*S[l + G - 11(1 + G)]r

exists and is zero. These results can be used to solve integral equations

without    the    existence    of    integrals    of    the    form

He-/"c|=0   and    (b\\ + G -11(1 + G)\ = 0.

This is demonstrated by solving the linear integral equation

f(x) = h(x) + (LR)f\fG+fH)

and the Riccati integral equations

f(x) = w(x) + (LRLR)[\fH +Gf + fKf)

without the existence of the previously mentioned integrals.

Introduction. The existence of integrals of the form

(i) [b\G-[G\=0   and    [b\l + G-]J(l + G)\ = 0

can be very useful in studying the solution of integral equations and integral

inequalities. This has been demonstrated in papers by B. W. Helton [7]—[12]

and the author [15]. However, it is possible to construct functions such that

the integrals in (i) do not exist. This has been done by W. D. L. Appling [2,

Theorem 2, p. 155] and the author [13, pp. 153-154].
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The purpose of this paper is to present results for use in solving integral

equations in the event that the integrals in (i) do not exist. Two theorems of

this nature are given. First, if S, T and G are functions from R X R to TV,

each of S(p~,p), S(p~,p~), T(p~,p) and T(p~,p~) exists for a <p < b,

each of S(p,p+), S(p+,p+), T(p,p+) and T(p+,p+) exists fora < p < b,

G has bounded variation on [a, b] and /*G exists, then }baS[G - JG]T exists

and is zero. Second, if S, T and G are defined as before, then

fbs[i + G -11(1 + G)]r

exists and is zero. In the statement of these results, the requirement that /*G

exist can be replaced by the requirement that xW(l + G) exist for a < x < y

< b (see Lemma 3).

To demonstrate the use of the results stated in the preceding paragraph, the

linear integral equation

GO /(*) = h(x) + (LR) f\fG + fH)
Ja

and the Riccati integral equation

(iii) f(x) = w(x) + (LRLR ) C(fH +Gf + fKf)
Ja

are solved without requiring the existence of the integrals in (i). Further, the

solutions are obtained with previous restrictions on A and w relaxed from

bounded variation to quasi-continuity.

The solution presented for the linear integral equation in (ii) extends results

by B. W. Helton [7, Theorem 5.1, p. 310] and the author [15, Theorem], [16,

Theorem 1] since the integrals in (i) are not required to exist and h is not

required to have bounded variation. The ideas behind the existence results in

the second paragraph are contained in a previous paper by the author [15],

where the integral equation in (ii) is solved without requiring the existence of

the integrals in (i). However, at the time, the nature of these results and their

use in solving integral equations were not recognized. The presentation here is

more direct than that in [15] and also more general since h is not required to

have bounded variation.

The solution presented for the Riccati integral equation in (iii) extends a

result by B. W. Helton [11, Theorems 3.2, 3.3]. The result given here is more

general since the integrals in (i) are not required to exist and w is not required

to have bounded variation.

This paper is part of a sequence of results initiated by two papers by H. S.

Wall [42]-[43]. There, in response to a paper by P. Puig Adam [1], Wall

developed techniques involving continuous continued fractions and harmonic

matrices for the solution of integral equations. In turn, these results have been

extended in various directions by J. S. Mac Nerney [29H34], J. W. Neuberger
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[36]-[38], T. H. Hildebrandt [22], J. R. Dorroh [5], B. W. Helton [7]-[12], D.
B. Hinton [23], J. V. Herod [18]-[21], C. W. Bitzer [3]-[4], D. L. Lovelady
[24H28], J. A. Reneke [39]-[41], G. F. Webb [44]-[46], and the author
[14]—[17]. For early background on product integration, the reader is referred

to P. R. Masani [35] and F. R. Gantmacher [6, Chapter 24].

Definitions. All integrals and definitions are of the subdivision-refinement

type, and functions are from RtoNorR X R to N, where R denotes the set

of real numbers and N denotes a ring which has a multiplicative identity

element represented by 1 and a norm | • | with respect to which N is complete

and |1| = 1. At times, we consider 2x2 and 1 X 2 matrices composed of

elements of N. Then, we use maxj_xa'22m,x\ajj\ and S^lfl/I as our norms and

denote them by || ■ ||. Lower case letters are used to denote functions from R

to N, and capital letters are used to denote functions from R X R to N.

Boldface letters are used to represent matrix functions. Functions on R X R

are assumed to be defined only for elements {a, b) of R X R such that

a < b. If {x(}"_0 is a subdivision of [a, b], then

/. = /(x()   and   Gi^G(xi_x,xi).

Further if {x^}"^ is a subdivision of [x,._,, x¡], then Gy = G(x¡j_x, xy) and

The statement that jbaG exists means there exists an element L of N such

that, if e > 0, then there exists a subdivision D of [a, b] such that, if {x,}"_0 is

a refinement of D, then

L - 2 G, < e.
i-l

The statement that aIIft(l + G) exists means there exists an element L of N

such that, if e > 0, then there exists a subdivision D of [a, b] such that, if

{x¡)"¡m,n is a refinement of D, then

n

L- 11(1 + G,)  <e.
í-l

The statement that (LR)fba(fG + fH) exists means \haC exists, where

C(x,y) = f(x)G(x,y) + f(y)H(x,y) for a < x <y < b. The integral

(LRLR)fba(fH + Gf + fKf) is defined similarly.

The statements that G is bounded on [a, b], G has bounded variation on [a,

b] and G is in OP° on [a, b] mean there exist a subdivision D of [a, b] and a

number B such that, if {x,}"_0 is a refinement of D, then

(1)1(7,1 < Bfoti*F 1, 2, ...,/z,
(2)27_1|G1|<5,and

(3) |H%r+,(l + G,)| < B for 0 < r < s < n,

respectively.
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The statement that G is in OAT0 on [a, b] means ,1F (1 + G) exists for

a < x < y < b and /*|1 + G - 11(1 + G)\ exists and is zero. The statement

that G is in OM* on [a, b] means Jly(l + G) exists for a < x < y < b and,

if e > 0, then there exists a subdivision D of [a, b] such that, if {x,}"_0 is a

refinement of D and 0 < p < a < n, then

,iT(i + G)- n (l + G,)< e.

The symbols G(p  ,p),G(p  ,p  ), G(p,p+) and G(p+,p+) are used to

denote

and

lim_G(x,p),      lim   G(x,y),     lim G(p, x)
x->/> x,y^>p~ x-*p*

lim   G(jc,v),

respectively. Further, the function h is quasi-continuous on [a, b] only if

\imx^p-h(x) exists for a < p < b and lim^^+Aix) exists for a < p < b. For

convenience in notation, let G G 5, on [a, 6] only if G(p~,p~) exists and is

zero for a < p < b and G(p+,p+) exists and is zero for a < p < ¿>, and let

G G 52 on [a, b] only if G(p~,p) exists for a < p < 6 and G(p,p+) exists

for a < p < b.

Results. The two existence theorems are presented first. One lemma is

needed.

Lemma 1. IS S, T and G are Sunctions Srom R X R to N, each oS S(p~,p),

S(p~,p~), T (p~, p) and T (p~, p~) exists ¡or a <p < b, each oS S (p, p+),

S(p+,P+), T(p, p+) and T(p + ,p+) exists Sor a < p < b, G has bounded

variation on [a, b] and fxG exists and is zero Sor a < x < y < b, then fbaSGT

exists and is zero.

Proof. Let e > 0. It follows from the existence of the limits involving S

and T by an application of the covering theorem that S and T are bounded

on [a, b]. Thus, since G has bounded variation on [a, b], there exist a

subdivision Dx of [a, b] and a number B such that, if {x¡}"¡=0 is a refinement

of Dx, then

¿|G,.||r,|<Ti   and    ¿ (|S;.|+ 1)|G,|< T?.
/-i i=i

Again, it follows from the existence of the limits involving S and T by an

application of the covering theorem that there exist a subdivision {rj)p=0 of

[a, b] and sequences {^JjLi and {(,}y=i of elements of N such that, if

1 < / < p and rj_x < x < y < rj, then

\S(x,y) - sj\< e(4B)-x,       \s¿\<\S(x,y)\ + 1
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and

\T(x!y)-tj\<e(4B)-x.

Since G has bounded variation on [a, b], S and T are bounded on [a, b],

G(p,p+) exists and is zero for a < p < b and G(p~,p) exists and is zero for

a < p < b, it follows that there exist subdivisions {uj)?í¿ and {vj)P^¿ of [a,

b] such that />•_, < Uj < Vj < rj for/ = 1,2,... ,p and also such that

p + \ n(j)

2j   2j SjkGJkTjk
7 = 1 fc«l

<e/4

for refinements {xJk)nk% of {«,_„ zj_„ zz,}.

For/ —1,2,... ,p, there exists a subdivision £, of [tz-, o,] such that, if

{xi)1-o ls a refinement of E¡, then

2 SjG,tj
£=i

< «(4P)-l

This is true since jv¿s¡Gt: exists and is zero.

Let D denote the subdivision

Dx U D2 U £,U {0}%0
;-l

of [a, b]. Suppose {x(}"_0 is a refinement of D. For j = 1, 2,... ,p, let P,

denote the set such that i E Pj only if t/,- < x,- < Vj. Further, let Q denote

{07-1 -  UJ_,P;. NOW,

2 S,G,T,
i-\

<2

p
<2
y-i
/>

<2
y-i

S s^, 2 S,G,T,
'EG

2tö-$ + $)G,(r(-/y + ry)
¿eí,

+ e/4

2 $<?,$+ 22 M |G,| |2¡ - fy|
y-1 /e/}

+ 2   2 15,-^-11^17,1 + 6/4
y-i/ep,

<p[e(4p)   '] +[£(45)"1]5+[e(45)"1]JS + £/4

= E.

Therefore, }bSGT exists and is zero. This completes the proof of Lemma 1.

Theorem l.IfS, Tand G are functions from R X R to N, each of S(p~,p),

S(p~,p~), T(p~,p) and T(p~,p~) exists for a <p < b, each of S(p,p+),
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S(p+,P+), T(p, p+) and T(p+, p+) exists Sor a < p < b, G has bounded

variation on [a, b] and fbaG exists, then

lbs[G-fG]T

exists and is zero.

Proof. This theorem follows as a corollary to Lemma 1.

Theorem 2. If S, T and G are functions from R X R to N, each of

S(P~>P)> S(P~>P~)> T(p~,p) and T(p~,p~) exists for a < p < b, each of

S(p,p+), S(p+,p+), T(p,p+) and T(p+,p+) exists for a < p < b, G has

bounded variation on [a, b] and xW(l + G) exists for a < x < y < b, then

fbs\l + G-11(1 + G)]T

exists and is zero.

Proof. This theorem follows as a corollary to Lemma 1.

The solution of the linear integral equation is now presented. Several

additional lemmas are needed.

Lemma 2. If S, T and G are functions from R X R to N, each of S(p~,p),

S(p~,p~), T(p~,p) and T(p~,p~) exists for a < p < b, each of S(p,p+),

S(p+, p+), T(p, p+) and T(p+, p+) exists for a < p < b, G has bounded

variation on [a, b] and jbaG exists, then }bSGT exists [14, Theorem 5].

Lemma 3. If G is a function from R x R to N and G has bounded variation

on [a, b], then fbG exists if and only if xW(l + G) exists for a < x <y < b

[14, Theorem 4].

Lemma 4. If h is a function from R to N,H and L are functions from R X R

to N, h is quasi-continuous on [a, b], H and L — 1 have bounded variation on

Ia» b], jbaH exists and ¡b(L — 1) exists, then

(R)fabdhL[0]lb(l + H)j

exists.

Proof. For convenience in notation, let

Sx(x,y) = (R)JJdh(L - l)[0Lf (1 + H)]

S2(x,y) =hm (LR)fyh(u)H[cY[y(l + Tf)]

and

S3(x,y)=hmh(x)[tJ[y(l + H)]
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for a < x < y < b. The existence of Sx(x, y) and S2(x, y) can be established

by using Lemma 2. For simplicity, Sx, S2 and S3 ave used to denote Sx(a, b),

S2(a, b) and S3(a, b), respectively. In the following, it is shown that the

desired integral exists and is

Sx + S2 + h(b) - Sy

Let é > 0.
If {x,}"_0 is a subdivision of [a, b], then

2^ji*(i + /o]

= 2A[A-i]Ln6(i + //)l
Z-l L J

+ îhi_xHi\XiJlb(l + H)}+h(b)
1-2 L J

-h(a)[xin\i + h)] + 2V,[*,+1n6(i + //)]

where

-*/+i
e,=   II     (l + H)-(l + Hi+x)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

fot i = 1,2,... ,n — I. Now, by employing the preceding relation, we have

that

{ Í*¿\jl\\ + H)]}- (5» + S2 + Hb) ~ S3}

2á&i[A-i][JI6(i + tf)]-s

2*z-i^n6(i+^)]-S;

S3-h(a)[Xiiï(l + H)}\

2,v,L,n6(i + //)l
z-i      L J

It follows from the existence of Sx, S2 and S3 that there exists a subdivision

Dx of [a, b] such that, if {x,}"_0 is a refinement of Z),, then each of the

expressions in (a), (b) and (c) is less than e/4. Further, it follows from

Theorem 2 that there exists a subdivision D2 of [a, b] such that, if {x,}7_0 is a

refinement of D2, then the expression in (d) is less than e/4. Let D denote the
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subdivision Dx u D2 of [a, b] and suppose {x,}"_0 is a refinement of Z). Then,

2 A£,Ln (i + tt)1   - {5, + 52 + A(ô) - s3}
<=i

< e/4 + e/4 + e/4 + e/4 = e.

Therefore, the desired integral exists and is

Sx + S2 + h(b) - S3.

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.

Lemma 5. IS G is a Sunction Srom R X R to N, G has bounded variation on

[a, b] and xHy(l + G) exists Sor a < x < y < b, then G is in OM* on [a, b]

[14, Theorem 1].

Lemma 6. T/ e > 0, h is a Sunction Srom R to N, H and L are Sunctions Srom

R X R to N, h is quasi-continuous on [a, b], H and L — 1 have bounded

variation on [a, b], JbH exists and ¡ba(L — 1) exists, then there exists a

subdivision D oS [a, b] such that, z/ {x}"=0 is a reSinement öS D, then

2 dh.L,
1-1

n (i + Hj)
jmi+l

-(R)fbdhL[0Ub(l + H)] < e.

Proof. It is established in Lemma 4 that

"b       r  TT»

(R)f dhL^Ji (1 + T/)] = SX + S2 + h(b) - S3,

where Sx, S2 and 53 are defined in Lemma 4. Also, if {x¡}"_0 is a subdivision

of [a, b], then

S dh^
i=l

n (l + TT,)
Jmi+l

= %dhi[Li-l]
<-l

n (l + TT,.)
7-/+1

+ 2 h,.xH,
i-2

n o+ //,.)
jml+l

+  h(b)

n o + Hj)
J-2

-hid)

Now, by employing the two preceding relations, we have that
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2 dhtLt
/-i

n (î + T/,)
j=i+i

-(R)fbdhL\vJlb(l + H)

(a)

(b)

(c)

2^[l,-i] n (i + TT,)
= ;'+l

- s.

2Vi#,
Í-2

S3 - h(a)

n   (l + Hj)
y=i+i

n o + Hj)
T-2

-S;

Let e > 0. Since L — 1 has bounded variation on [a, b] and TT is in OM*

on [a, b] by Lemma 5, there exists a subdivision Z)j of [a, o] such that, if

{x¡}"¡=0 is a refinement of Dx, then the expression in (a) is less than e/3.

Similarly, since TT has bounded variation on [a, b], there exists a subdivision

D2 of [a, b] such that, if {x,}"„0 is a refinement of D2, then the expression in

(b) is less than e/3. Finally, from the existence of S3, it follows that there

exists a subdivision D3 of [a, 6] such that, if {x,}"=0 is a refinement of D3,

then the expression in (c) is less than e/3.

Let D denote the subdivision Dx u D2 u D3 of [a, o] and suppose {x,}"_0

is a refinement of D. Then,

-(T?)/aW[cII6(l + TT)]2^,a n (i + TT,.)
¡=1 [7=1+1

< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = E.

Therefore, the desired inequality is established. This completes the proof of

Lemma 6.

Lemma 7. T/ h is a Sunction Srom R to N, H and L are Sunctions Srom R X R

to N, h is quasi-continuous on [a, b], H and L — 1 have bounded variation on

[a, b], fbH exists and ¡b(L — 1) exists, then }b\dhL — I\ exists and is zero,

where

I(x,y) = (R)jyhL[J[\l + H)'\

Sor a < x < y < b.

Proof. It is established in Lemma 4 that

I(x,y) = Sx(x,y) + S2(x,y) + h(y) - S3(x,y)

for a < x < y < b, where Sx(x, y), S2(x, y) and S3(x, y) are defined in

Lemma 4. Thus, if {x¡)"¡=0 is a subdivision of [a, b], then
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2MM7-/(*z-i>*z)|
i-l

(a) <t\dhi(Li-l)-Sx(xi_x,xi)\

(b) + 2 ft (*,_„*,) - A/-1 - S2(*,-i.*f)|.
z-i

We now establish that the desired integral exists and is zero. Let e > 0.

For any specified positive number a, there exists a subdivision {x,}"_0 of

[a, b] such that, if *,_, < u¡ < v¡ < x¡ and {xv)"% is a subdivision of [u¡, v¡]

for i = 1,2,... ,n, then

2   2 [dhy^j - 1)1 < a.
i-iy-i

By using this as a starting point, it is possible to construct a subdivision Dx of

[a, b] such that, if {x¿}"_0 is a refinement of Dx, then the expression in (a) is

less than e/2.

We next note two things. First,

„tfO + H) = 1 + (tf ̂ '//[„IlV + H)\

for a < x < y < b. Second, if a is a positive number, then there exists a

subdivision {x,}7_0 of [a, b] such that, if x¡_x < u¡ < v¡ < x¡ for i = 1,

2,. . ., n, then

n

2
z-i

<o.(LA)jr^[A(«i) - Ä(»)]tf[,,iro+jo]

By employing the two preceding relations, it is possible to construct a

subdivision D2 of [a, b] such that, if {x(}"_0 is a refinement of D2, then the

expression in (b) is less than e/2.

Let Z> denote the subdivision Dx u Z>2 °? [a> °\ an(l suppose {x,}"^ is a

refinement of D. Then,

2KA-/(x/_1,x,.)|<e/2 + e/2 = e.
i-l

Therefore, the desired integral exists and is zero. This completes the proof of

Lemma 7.

Theorem 3. If f and h are functions from R to N, G, H, A and B are

functions from R X R to N, (1 — H)~l exists and is bounded on [a, b],

B = (I - H)~l and A = (1 + <7)(1 - H)~l on [a, b], h is quasi-continuous

on [a, b], G and H have bounded variation on [a, b], jbaG exists and fbaH exists,

then the following statements are equivalent:
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(1) / is bounded on [a, b] and (LT?)/*(/G + /TT) exists and is S(x) - h(x)

Sor a < x < b, and

(2) (R)fx(dhB0WA) exists and isS(x) - h(a)JlxA Sor a < x < b.

Proof [(1)-» (2)]. It follows that XWA exists for a < x < y < b by em-

ploying Lemmas 2 and 3. Further, the existence of (R)jx(dhBvWA) for

a < x < b follows from Lemma 4. We now establish that

S(x) = Ä(a)aII^ + iR)f*(dhBj[XA)

for a < x < b. If a = x, the equality follows immediately.

Suppose a < x < b and e > 0. If D is a subdivision of [a, x] and {x(};„0 is

a refinement of D, then by employing an iteration technique used by B. W.

Helton [7, Theorem 5.1, p. 311], we have that

where

/„=/o LT4+2¿M, II 4+2<vb, LT ap
j_l        /-i        y-i+i        i-l      7-/+1

c, = (LTÎ)/* (/G +/TT) - (/,_,(?,+/,/*,)
"*/-i

for / = 1, 2,..., «. Thus,

/(*)" /«(^n^ + iT?)/^^!!^)

(a)

(b)

(c)

< A(a)II^-A(a)aII^
/-I

2^,5,   LT   Aj - (R) fX(dhBvJlXA)
1-1 7-1+1 y"

2^, n Aj
i-l 7-1+1

Since JTA exists, there exists a subdivision Z), of [a, x] such that, if {x,}"_0

is a refinement of D,, then the expression in (a) is less than e/3. Further, it

follows from Lemma 6 that there exists a subdivision D2 of [a, x] such that, if

{xi)1-o is a refinement of D2, then the expression in (b) is less than e/3. It

follows from Lemma 5 that A - 1 is in OM* on [a, x]. Now, from this and

Theorem 1, it follows that there exists a subdivision D3 of [a, x] such that, if

{x¡}"-o is a refinement of D3, then the expression in (c) is less than e/3.

Let D denote the subdivision U*-xD¡ of [a, x]. Thus, if {^,}"_0 *s a

refinement of TJ>, then
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/(*)" h(a)aJ[XA + (R)f(dhBvRXA)

< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e.

Therefore, (1) implies (2).

Proof [(2) -» (1)]. It follows from the definition of/in (2) that/is bounded

on [a, b]. The existence of (LR)jx(fG + fH) for a < x < b follows from

Lemma 2. We now establish that

f(x) = h(x) + (LR)C(fG+fH)

for a < x < b. If a = x, the equality follows immediately.

Suppose a < x < b and e > 0. If D is a subdivision of [a, x] and {x,}"=0 is

a refinement of D, then by employing an iteration technique used by B. W.

Helton [7, Theorem 5.1, p. 312], we have that

fn = K + 2 (/,-,<?, +/zff,) + 2 /,-,</,(! - ff,) + 2 e,(i - ffz),
i-l i-l i-l

where

and

di=.UX'A-Ai

m

ei = (R)jXi[dhBj\X,A)-dhiBi
x¡-\

for z = 1, 2,..., «. Thus,

h(x) + (LR)(X(fG+fH)
Ja

2 ifi-iG,+f,Ht) - (LR)fX(fG + fH)

2/z-i4(l-ffz)

(a)

(b)

i=i

i-l

(c) + 2 K(i - ff,)|.
i-l

Since (LR)Jx(fG + fH) exists, there exists a subdivision Z>, of [a, x] such

that, if {x,}"=0 is a refinement of Dx, then the expression in (a) is less than

e/3. Further, it follows from Theorem 2 that there exists a subdivision D2 of

[a, x] such that, if {x,}"=0 is a refinement of D2, then the expression in (b) is

less than e/3. Finally, it follows from Lemma 7 that there exists a subdivision

D3 of [a, x] such that, if {x,}"=0 is a refinement of D3, then the expression in

(c) is less than e/3.
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Let D denote the subdivision  \j]=xD¡ of [a, x]. Thus, if {x,}"_0 is a

refinement of D, then

/(*) h(x) + (LR)[X(SG+SH) < e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e.

Therefore, (2) implies (1). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

The solution of the Riccati integral equation is now presented. Several

additional lemmas are needed.

Lemma 8. IS F and G are SunctionsSrom R X R to N, F is in OP°, OM* and

Sx n 5*2 on [a, b], G has bounded variation on [a, b] and G is in OM* on [a, b],

then F + G is in OP0 and OM* on [a, b] [17, Lemma 5, Theorem 1].

Lemma 9. IS F and G are Sunctions Srom R X R to N, F is in OP", OM* and

Sx n 5*2 on [a, b], G has bounded variation on [a, b] and G is in OM* on [a, b],

then

(LR)f[aUr(l + F)]G(r,s)[s]lb(l + F + G)

exists and is

aJ[b(l + F+G)-aT[ (l + F).

Proof. It follows from Lemma 8 that F + G is in OP0 and OAT* on [a, b].

Further, it can be established by induction that, if {x,}"=0 is a subdivision of

[a, b], then

n (i + Fj + Gj)2
I-1

n o + Fj)
T-i 7 = , + l

lH + F, + G,)-   I (l + F,)
/-i 1=1

The existence of the desired integral can be established by using the preced-

ing identity and the facts that G has bounded variation on [a, b] and that F

and F+ G are in OP° and OAT* on [a, b]. This completes the proof of

Lemma 9.

Lemma 10. T/ G is a Sunction Srom R X R to N, G has bounded variation on

[a, b], ¿.IPO + G) exists Sor a < x < y < b and (1 + G)~x exists and is

bounded on [a, b], then [Jly(l + G)]~x exists and is bounded on [a, b].

Proof. If A is an element of N and \A\ < 1, then

00

(l + A)~x= 1+ 2 {~VfA*.
7=1

By employing this relation, we can establish that, if G satisfies the conditions
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in the hypothesis on some interval [u, v] plus the additional condition that

\G\<j on that interval, then [„IF(1 + G)]-1 exists and is 0lT(l + H),

where

H(s,r)= %(-iy'G'(r,s)
j-i

for u < r < s < v.

Since G has bounded variation on [a, b], there exists a subdivision {x(}"_0

of [a, b] such that, if I < i < n and x¡_x < u < v < xt, then |G| < \ on [u,

v]. Hence, the existence of [XIF(1 + G)]~x for a < x-< y < b can be estab-

lished from the existence of (1 + G)~x and the result given in the previous

paragraph. Further, since G has bounded variation, it also follows that this

inverse is bounded on [a, b]. This completes the proof of Lemma 10.

Lemma 11. If F, G and L are functions from R X R to N,Fis in OP", OM°

and Sx n S2 on [a, b], G has bounded variation on [a, b], fbG exists and

L(r,s) =,n'(l + F+G)-l- F(r,s) - G(r,s)

for a < r < s < b, then L has bounded variation on [a, b] and fxL exists and

is zero for a < x < y < b.

Proof. It is initially established that fxL exists and is zero for a < x < y

< b. Suppose a < x < y < b and e > 0. By applying Lemma 9, we have

that, if {x,}7_o 's a subdivision of [x,y], then

2 A
z-i

(a)

(b)

2 Xl_¡ÍLX'(l + F+G)-(l + Fi+Gi)
í-i

2 «„LTo + F)-(l + F,)
i-l

,?,(LÄ)C, t*-'11'0+^H^I*11^1+f+g)]- gí

Since F is in OM° on [x,y], there exists a subdivision Dx of [x,y] such that,

if {x,.}"_0 is a refinement of Dx, then the expression in (a) is less than e/2.

For any specified positive number o, there exists a subdivision {x(}"_0 of

[x,y] such that, if I < i < n and x,_, < u < v < x¡, then

1-BLT (l + F)\<a   and   11 - „II (1 + F+ G) < a.

Hence, it is possible to construct a subdivision D2 of [x, y] such that, if

{x,}"_0 is a refinement of D2, then the expression in (b) is less than e/2.

Let D denote the subdivision D, u D2 of [x, y] and suppose {x,}7_0 is a

refinement of D. Then,
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n

2 L,
1-1

< e/2 + e/2 = e.

Hence, fyL exists and is zero.

It is now established that L has bounded variation on [a, b]. Again by

applying Lemma 9, we have that, if {x,}"_0 is a subdivision of [a, b], then

2 N- 2 L_,n"(l + F+G)-(l + Fi+ G,)|
i-l i-l '

n

<2 *,_,n (i + F)-(i + Fi)\
a

(a)

(b)

+ 2 (l/ojT [^,nr(i + ̂ Jcir.-^n^o+F+ <?)]

+ 2|-q.
i-l

Since F is in OA/° on [a, b], there exist a subdivision Dx of [a, £>] and a

number Ti, such that, if {x,}"_0 is a refinement of Z>„ then the expression in

(a) is less than Bx. Since G has bounded variation on [a, o] and each of F and

F + G is in OP° on [a, b], there exist a subdivision D2 of [a, o] and numbers

B2 and B3 such that, if {x,}"-0 is a refinement of D2, then the expressions in

(b) and (c) are less than B2 and B3, respectively.

Let D denote the subdivision D, u D2 of [a, 6] and suppose {x,}"_0 is a

refinement of D. Then,

2|A|<^ + ^2 + ^3-
i-l

Hence, L has bounded variation on [a, 6]. This completes the proof of

Lemma 11.

Theorem 4. IS w is a Sunction Srom R to N, each oS G, H and K is a Sunction

Srom R X R to N, w is quasi-continuous on [a, b], each oS G, H and K has

bounded variation on [a, b], K(p, p+) exists and is zero Sor a < p < b,

K(p~,p) exists and is zero Sor a < p < b, (1 — G)~l exists and is bounded on

[a, b] and each of fbG, fbH and ¡bK exists, then the following statements are

equivalent:

(1) the integral equation

f(x) = w(x) + (LRLR)jX(fH + Gf + fKf)

has a bounded solution on [a, b], and

(2) the inverse ofv(x) exists and is bounded on [a, b], where u(x) and v(x)

are defined by the equation
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[u(x),v(x)]=[w(a), l]fllT(l
H     -K
dw     — G

for a < x < b.
Furthermore, if (I) or (2) is true, then the only bounded solution of the integral

equation in (1) is given byf(x) = [v(x)]~lu(x)for a < x < b.

Proof. To simplify notation, let Q denote the function such that

Q(x,y) = I +
H(x,y) -K(x,y)

w(y)-w(x)      -G(x,y)

for a < x < y < b. Then, if we let

F(x, y) =
0 0

w(y) — w(x)    0
and   G(x,y) =

H(x,y)      -K(x,y)

0 ~G(x,y)

for a < x < y < b, it follows from Lemmas 5 and 8 that Q is in OP° and

OM* on [a, b].

Proof [(l)-»(2)]. Suppose a < x < b. If a = x, then the result follows

immediately. Therefore, suppose a < x. The existence of (L)fx - fK follows

from Lemma 2. Thus, (L)jx(—G — fK) exists. Therefore, the existence of

(L)aIIx(l - G — fK) follows from Lemma 3. We now establish that

{(¿)alf (1 - G~fK)}[f(x), 1] -[«(*),t>(*)].

Let e > 0. If L denotes the interval function

L(r, s) = (LRLR ) \\fH + Gf + fKf]
Jr

-[f(r)H(r,s) + G(r,s)f(s)+f(r)K(r,s)f(s)],

D is a subdivision of [a, x] and {x,}"=0 is a refinement of D such that

(1 - G¡ — f¡_ XK¡)~1 exists for z = 1,2, ... ,n, then by employing an iteration

technique used by B. W. Helton [11, Theorem 3.3], we have that

{(L)jT(l - G -fK) + dx }[/„,l]

= [/o,l]{anXQ + d2 + d3},
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where

dx - ft (1 - G.-Si-iK,) - (¿)arT(l - G-SK),
1 = 1

d2=IlQ,-aIIJtQ
i=l

and

d3 = n li +

Thus,

|{(X)alf (1 - G-SK)}[Sn, 1] -[/o, i]flnxQ|

= |]-^i[XI. !] +[/o> l]{d2 + d3}||

« <|-4lllU.i]||
0» +l|d2|l||[/o.l]||

W +WI«[/o.l]||-

Since (1 - G)-1 exists on [a, b], / is bounded on [a, o] and each of

K(P>P+) an(l K(P~>P) exists and is zero on [a, b], it follows that there exists

a subdivision Dx of [a, x] such that, if {x(.}"_0 is a refinement of Dx, then

(1 — G¡ — /-iTQ-' exists for / = 1, 2,.. ., n. It follows from the existence

of (L)J[x(l — G — /AT) that there exists a subdivision Z>2 of [a, x] such that,

if {x,}"_0 is a refinement of D2, then the expression in (a) is less than e/3. It

follows from the existence of aIFQ that there exists a subdivision D3 of [a, x]

such that, if {x,.}"_0 is a refinement of D3, then the expression in (b) is less

than e/3. It follows from Lemma 9 and Theorem 1 that there exists a

subdivision D4 of [a, x] such that, if {x,}"_0 is a refinement of Z>4, then the

expression in (c) is less than e/3.

Let D denote the subdivision U*.XD¡ of [a, x]. Thus, if {x¡}"¡m,0 is a

refinement of D, then

|{(L).n*(i - <?-/*)}[/„, i] -[So, an* q|

< e/3 + e/3 + e/3 = e.

Hence,

{(L)a]JJC(l-G-/A:)}[/(x),l]=[w(a),l](inXQ=[«W,t;(x)].

TT,.    -a;
Aw,    - G,

0     0
L,    0 - n g.

1=1
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From the definition of matrix equality, we have that

{(L)an*(l-G-/A-)}/(x) = «(x)

and

(L)alf(l-G-/A-) = «(x).

From Lemma 10, we have that {(L)af[x(l - G - fK))~x exists. Thus,

[u(x)]_I exists, and hence,/(x) = [v(x)]~xu(x). Also, note that Lemma 10

can be used to establish that v~x is bounded on [a, b]. Therefore, (1) implies

(2). Also, we have shown that, if / is a bounded solution to the integral

equation in (1), then/(x) = [ü(x)]_1zz(x) for a < x < b.

Proof [(2) ->(1)]. Let/(x) = [v(x)]~lu(x) for a < x < b. Since v~x and u

are bounded on [a, b], the función/is bounded on [a, b]. Suppose a < x <

b. If a = x, then (1) follows immediately. Therefore, suppose a < x. We now

establish that the equality in (1) is satisfied. Let e > 0.

If D is a subdivision of [a, x] and {x,}"_0 is a refinement of D, then by

employing an iteration technique used by B. W. Helton [11, Theorem 3.2], we

have that

/„ - vw„ + 2 /,-iffi+ 2 gj,+ 2 /,-iV,
i-l i-l i-l

+ 2(oz-1i«/-0/-IiVz).
i-l

where

[a,,6z]=[",-.^i-.]{,/_inX'Q-Q/}

for i - 1, 2,..., n. To simplify notation, let L, S, T, U and V denote the

functions such that, if a < r < s < x, then

L(r,s) =
S(r,s)     T(r,s)

U(r,s)    V(r,s)
=rÏÏQ-Q(r,s).

Now, from the definitions of the functions involved, we have that

t><-V*/-»z-i"i-.s,+ Ut

and

- »¡--M - -»/-i"z-iW«< - yfir\
Thus,
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"{•S(x) -    w(x) + 2 (/,-,#, + G^+f^U)
i-l

2 (»¿to - v-JM)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

/-i

2f,-1i«,-iS,
i-i

2",i-i

2  -Oi-'lMi-l^Oi   '«,
i-l

2 -W«,
i-l

It follows from Lemma 11 that L has bounded variation on [a, x] and that

/*L = 0 for a < r < s < x. Thus,

o = rjs= Í't= f V- [V
•'r 'r *r •'r

for a < r < j < x. Also, each of S, T, U and F has bounded variation on [a,

x]. Thus, it follows from Lemma 1 that there exists a subdivision D of [a, x]

such that, if {x(}"„0 is a refinement of Z>, then each of the expressions in (a),

(b), (c) and (d) is less than e/4. Hence, if {*,}"_ 0 is a refinement of D, then

f(x) - iw(x) + ¿ (/,-,#, + GA+f^U)

< e/4 + e/4 + e/4 + e/4 = e.

Hence, (LRLR)Jx(fH + Gf + fKf) exists and is/(x) - w(x). Therefore, (2)

implies (1). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.
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